The UIC Department of Medical Education gratefully recognizes support this year to DME funds including:

The Georges Bordage Lecture Fund
The Ilene and Morty Harris Gift Fund
The Dr. Ara Tekian Fund for Medical Education
Alvin H. Baum Family Fund Fellowship for Simulation
The Department of Medical Education General Fund
(Donations August 1, 2019 – December 31, 2020)

All donors this year

Alejandro Aparicio
Julia Corcoran
David Eaton
Lisa and Daniel Golden†
Nguyen and Wong, MD, Inc.
Alan Schwartz
Faye H. Schwartz
Deborah Simpson
Stephen Smith

First-time donors!

Alejandro Aparicio; David Eaton; Nguyen and Wong, MD, Inc.; Faye H. Schwartz; Deborah Simpson; Stephen Smith

Lifetime Contributions – Special Thanks for Ongoing Support

“Does” level - $10,000 or more in lifetime gifts to DME funds
Ilene and Morty Harris
The Alvin H. Baum Family Fund
Robert Mrtek
Leslie and Joanne Sandlow
Ara Tekian†

“Shows How” level - $5,000-$9,999 in lifetime gifts to DME funds
David Rogers†

“Knows How” level - $1,000-$4,999 in lifetime gifts to DME funds
Georges Bordage
Lisa and Daniel Golden†
Julia Corcoran†

“Knows” level - $500-$999 in lifetime gifts to DME funds
Vijay Daniels†
Jacob Mueller
Alan Schwartz
Rachel Yudkowsky†

*New giving level reached this year; †DME alumni